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Introduction
One longstanding corporate governance theory raises
serious doubts regarding the global convergence of
corporate governance.1 Specifically, it is difficult, if not
impossible, for corporate governance to formally converge
across different jurisdictions, because corporate
governance is context-specific. Governance is determined
by political institutions and the cultural background of a
particular jurisdiction.2 Accordingly, the combined forces
of globalisation will prompt different corporate
governance regimes to become divergent rather than
convergent. Jurisdictions must achieve global best practice
by implementing different legal rules.3 In accordance with
the above theory, an emerging line of scholarship
suggesting that China’s corporate governance reform can
rely on its own cultural heritage—namely,
self-management based on Confucianism—has become
increasingly prevalent in academia.4 The core argument
of this emerging notion is that compared with law and
regulations, traditional Confucian ethics provide a better
fit within China’s socio-cultural context. Therefore,
Confucianism is expected to be more powerful in curing
China’s corporate governance problems than law and
regulations. Two specific ideas support this argument.
First, these authors indicate that formal legislation and
regulations cause serious problems in China because of

the weak enforcement regime; therefore, their functions
should be partially replaced by Confucian ethics.
Secondly, the authors suggest that Confucianism can
promote sound commercial practices by reducing the
corruption in large public companies and by correcting
managers’ behaviour. Although this argument is
insightful, it possesses several serious loopholes that will
be examined in this article using different perspectives.
First, this article introduces the path dependence theory.
By applying this theory in the context of China’s
corporate governance, this article suggests that it is
difficult for China’s existing corporate governance regime
to be partially replaced by the proposed self-management
based on Confucianism. Moreover, it is even difficult for
Confucianism to co-exist with the current regime.
Secondly, by recognising the complexity of
Confucianism, this article examines the second idea of
the argument regarding whether Confucianism reduces
corruption and improves managerial behaviour.

Is Confucianism capable of replacing or
co-operating with formal law and
regulation?
The essence of the path dependence theory5 is to
emphasise the “lock-in” effect and “self-reinforcing”
consequences of the development of a system. In an
economic sense, path dependence results in “lock in” and
“self-enforcement” effects through positive feedback and
increasing returns.6 The cost of switching to a previously
discarded alternative accumulates over time, rendering
whole change less and less likely.7 Economic
considerations, such as “fixed cost”, “learning effects”
and “network effects” make an existing institution
“extremely difficult to abolish”.8 The path dependence
theory plays an important role in moving the discussion
of institutional stability beyond the unassailable notion
that “history matters”.9 According to Bebchuk and Roe,
path dependence in the context of corporate governance
can be divided into two levels. One is “structure-driven
path-dependence”. The other is “rule-driven
path-dependence”.10 This article focuses on the rule-driven
path dependence theory, which effectively explains why
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it is difficult to replace the current corporate governance
regime based on law and regulation with Confucian moral
standards.
Once a system has entered into path dependence, any
substantial reform is difficult to justify because the cost
of reform overwhelmingly exceeds its benefit. As Siems
argues:
“Legislators have mostly already attained a local
optimum (graphically, a local hill). To be able to
improve the law further in the direction of an overall
optimal, they would however first have to come
down from their ‘local hill’. Legislators are,
however, often not willing to do so.”11
After understanding the theory of path dependence, the
question concerning “to what extent China’s legal regime
of corporate governance enters into a strong version of
path dependence” will be approached using three different
perspectives, namely, sunk adaptive cost, learning by
using and network effect.

that the quality of the law on the statute books has high
explanatory power regarding financial market
development.15 However, as Shleifer and Vishny argue:
“[I]n large corporations of most countries, the
fundamental agency problem is not the Berle and
Means conflict between outside investors and
managers, but rather that between outside investors
and controlling shareholders who have nearly full
control over the managers.”16
In response to the agency cost between outside investors
and controlling shareholders, Pistor et al. have also
developed the anti-block-holder indexes, which can be
regarded as an extension of LLSV’s index.17
Table 1: Shareholder protection regime in China
Shareholder protection regime (China)
I. Shareholder protection against Company Law Market Regulaexecutives
2005Securities tor’s RegulaLaw 2005
tions
Anti-director index

Sunk adaptive cost
“Sunk adaptive cost” indicates the phenomenon whereby
once costs are sunk into an existing system without the
existence of any better alternatives, maintaining this
system is efficient.12 A large number of Western rules
from civil law and Anglo-American systems have been
introduced into China’s company law regime. At this
juncture, it is useful to utilise anti-director13 and
anti-block-holder indexes14 to illustrate generally how
China’s formal legislation is used to regulate the securities
market. Anti-director and anti-block-holder indexes are
two sets of standards developed by a group of law and
finance scholars. The anti-director index developed by
La Porta, Lopez de Silanes, Shleifer and Vishny
(“LLSV”) seeks to evaluate the quality of shareholder
protection against directors or managers’ managerial
misconduct in a given jurisdiction. This index implies

(a) Shareholder can email their No relevant rule Yes18
vote to the company
(b) Shareholders are not required No relevant rule No relevant rule
to deposit prior to the AGM
(c) Cumulative voting or propor- Yes19
tional representation of minorities
in the board of directors is allowed

Yes20

(d) An oppressed minorities Yes21
mechanism is in place

Yes22

(e) The minimum percentage of Yes23
capital that is necessary for a
shareholder to call an extraordinary general meeting is equal to
or less than 10%

Yes24

(f) Shareholders have pre-emptive Yes25
rights that can only be waived by
shareholder votes

No relevant rule

II. Minority protection against
block holders
Anti-block holder index
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Shareholder protection regime (China)
26

27

(a) Shareholder may take judicial Yes
recourse against a decision taken
at a shareholder meeting (SHM)

Yes

(b) At least 50% of total voting Yes28
shares must be represented at a
SHM for it to take a binding decision

Yes29

Yes30

Yes31

32

Yes33

(c) Mandatory takeover bid

(d) Acquisition of larger blocks Yes
of shares triggers mandatory disclosure

As Table 1 shows, the current legal regime adopts
nearly all the international standards for shareholder
protection. It can be argued that some of these
transplanted rules may not work well in China and may
even cause some problems. However, it would be
inefficient to abolish these rules at a time when they are
developing into an integrated system, given the significant
investments made in creating this system. All companies
aligned their business forms and management structures
with this legal framework. Both market participants and
legal end-users have invested time and effort into learning,
and adapting to, this system. Consequently, the cost of
change could outweigh any advantages accruing from
such change. The rational solution therefore appears to
be, as Roe’s phrases it, to “resurface” rather than
“revolutionise” the existing system.34

Learning by using
The “learning effect” refers to the phenomenon whereby
the more one model is used, the more its efficiency can
be improved vis-à-vis other alternatives.35 This theory
usually applies in the context of technology diffusion.36
This theory also has an explanatory power to legal
reception. Chinese legal end-users have already made
great efforts in learning the Western legal theories (not
only the company law theories) so as to solve Chinese
problems. The “learning effect” is not limited to the legal
end-users, who use the law in their daily work, but
extendable to the people who work under the regulation
of the laws. If the laws change fundamentally, the market
participants are not only forced to re-invest their efforts

to learn the new law, but also compelled to change
existing business customs. All these activities increase
the costs of judicial and business practice.
The “learning effect” takes place in China in two
trajectories. First, it arises from “bottom to top”.
Liebman’s recent empirical research has already shown
that when Chinese judges hear difficult cases, they
routinely research how any similar such case has been
dealt with in developed jurisdictions for guidance.37 In
practice, Western law and jurisprudence assists judges
and lawyers to localise transplanted legal rules. For
example, the experience of US securities litigation plays
a vital role in the Chinese judicial practice. Basic Inc v
Levinson38 adopted the “fraud-on-the-market” theory to
deal with the “systemic risk defence” in litigation relating
to corporate misrepresentation. This US approach is
appropriately used by Chinese local courts to solve
problems in Chinese securities litigation.39 A more recent
example is the Chinese judges who deal with the fiduciary
duties cases (in which directors who have resigned run a
business similar to that of their former employer) by
interpreting the law in an Anglo-American approach even
without the support of formal legislation.40 Secondly, a
“top to bottom” evolution might also be expected where
Western experience is accessible. The Chinese Supreme
Court encourages judges to widen their horizons by
learning from foreign legal theories. For example, the
Supreme Court recently issued a series of Official
Interpretations (the Interpretations) of the 2005 Company
Law.41 It also published Guidance42 to assist judges in
understanding and applying these Interpretations. This
Guidance explores every article of the Interpretations in
three dimensions; namely background, relevant foreign
legal theories and judicial practice. In relation to the first
two dimensions, many important Anglo-American legal
theories and legislative provisions are employed to explain
the rationale behind the articles of the Interpretations.43

Network effect
The “network effect” in economics indicates that the
demand for a technology and its value to each current
user increases with each additional unit sold.44 In respect
of China’s corporate governance reform, this “effect” can
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be divided into macro and micro levels. At a macro level,
the network externality effect exists in the East Asian
jurisdictions of company law reform. All the major East
Asian jurisdictions, except North Korea, have Westernised
their company law regime. Japan’s commercial code has
transplanted many important elements of US company
law.45 South Korea has also introduced some crucial
institutions from Anglo-American legal systems into its
company law regime.46 Hong Kong’s company law,
needless to say, inherits many key doctrines and traditions
from UK company law.47 The movement toward Western
law in East Asian jurisdictions has encouraged Chinese
legislators to adopt a similar approach in reforming
China’s company law. First, adopting a similar rule of
law can reduce the transaction cost of international
business between Chinese companies and companies from
neighbouring states. Secondly, the experiences of the
legal practice of company law in other East Asian
jurisdictions, especially Hong Kong, are valuable
resources for China in improving its own company law
regime. For example, stock exchanges’ public criticism
of listed companies was originally a product of the UK’s
stock market regulation. This regulating instrument was
first transplanted into Hong Kong’s stock market
regulation. China’s policy-makers then borrowed the
revised version of this regulatory approach from Hong
Kong.48 The transplant of fiduciary duties into China is
also an appropriate example to reflect the influence of
network effect. The revised Company Law dedicates an
entire chapter (Ch.6) to the qualifications and obligations
of the directors, supervisors and senior managers of a
company. Article 148 states that directors, supervisory
board members and high-level management personnel
should abide by laws, administrative regulations and the
company articles of association, and have a duty of loyalty
(zhongshiyiwu) and duty of diligence (qinmianyiwu) to
the company. It seems that the formulation of the Chinese
style of fiduciary duties is more similar to the US style
than to the UK style.49 The reason for this phenomenon
can be divided into two parts. At a technical level, a
foreseeable issue of transplanting fiduciary duties into
the Chinese legal system is that its application is without
any support of judiciary experience. In such conditions,
it is necessary for the Chinese legislators to imitate this
legal arrangement from the East Asian neighbourhoods,

which share a similar social, commercial and legal culture
with China. Japan and Taiwan, which have more
commercial litigation friendly legal systems than that of
mainland China,50 transplanted the US-style fiduciary
duties into their commercial law systems before China
did.51 With these similar contexts, they provide valuable
implementing experience on certain transplanted rules.
At a micro level, an emerging “complementary system”
of corporate governance rules constitutes the other type
of “network effect”. For example, with the introduction
of directors’ duties of loyalty, derivative actions are
necessarily introduced into China’s legal system, as a
complementary mechanism for enforcing the doctrine of
the duty of loyalty. Similarly, sub-committees under the
board of directors are necessarily implemented in order
to facilitate the institution of an independent director.
This gives directors a better understanding of their
responsibilities. The function of a single transplanted rule,
therefore, is enhanced by this complementary system.
Research on “efficiency-driven path dependence”
illustrates that China’s case is complicated. Owing to
“sunk adaptive cost”, the “learning effect” and the
“network effect”, China’s corporate governance regime
based on transplanted rules from Western jurisdictions
has become a self-reinforced, complementary and
autonomous system. This self-sustaining system will
substantially resist any integration with moral standards
from other cultural systems. For example, great technical
difficulties of integrating Confucian moral standards into
existing US style fiduciary duties are foreseeable.52

Weak co-ordination between the current
system and Confucianism
First, compelling historical evidence has shown that
Confucianism discourages the development of commercial
law and imposes substantial bias on commercial activities.
These characteristics make it difficult to co-ordinate with
the current corporate governance regime based on
Western legal rules. For example, with respect to Chinese
company law in ancient times, Kirby states:
“Prior to the Company Law of 1904, very little in
written Chinese law addressed the regulation of
private economic activity. Qing China had no
commercial code, nor, really, a civil code. What it
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did have, in the form of the Great Qing Code, was
primarily a penal code, pre-eminently concerned
with the regulation and punishment of officials.”53
In respect of commercial law related elements, the Great
Qing code only included civil activities, such as marriage
and the succession of property, which were important for
the Confucian family system. Furthermore, there was not
even a formal institution for settling commercial
disputes.54 This shortage of local knowledge of
commercial litigation can be partly attributed to Confucian
moral standards. Confucius once said: “The superior man
cares about virtue; the inferior man cares about material
things. The superior man seeks discipline; the inferior
man seeks favours.”55 Again, on another occasion,
Confucius told a student that “the superior man is aware
of rightness, the inferior man is aware of benefit”.56 It is
understandable that ancient Chinese officials, who were
trained in Confucian philosophy, were reluctant to be
involved in commercial disputes, as pursuing profit was
morally suspicious under Confucianism, not to mention
the disputes triggered by seeking personal benefit.57 The
legal gap, at that time, was filled by private force.
According to Kirby’s observations, commercial dispute
resolution was usually dealt with by local notables, based
on the detailed regulations of guilds and families as well
as on longstanding custom. However, decisions would
normally be based on a considerable degree of personal
comprehension of local practices on the part of the
decision-maker.58 The lack of a uniform commercial code
and a heavy reliance on personal understanding and
comprehension severely undermined the justice of each
decision.
Secondly, enforcement problems could emerge even
in a self-management context. For example, independent
directorship is a widely accepted self-management
approach that is intended to provide an outsider’s check
and balance on the power of corporate insiders. However,
public authorities still must establish basic motivations
to encourage independent directors to perform their
functions. When directors work without diligence and
loyalty, public authorities should impose a fine or ban
them from the markets.59 Similarly, intensive enforcement
is necessary to force directors to comply with notable
Confucian teachings at least in the early stages of this
reform. In addition, this enforcement requires support
from legislators and legal end-users. As Foster argues,

commercial law is not necessarily bound to, or dissociated
from, culture or social processes: whether or not it is
“culture-specific” depends on the attitude towards it of
those in a position to influence its successful reception.60
In respect of adopting and enforcing certain rules or
self-management regimes, local lawyers’ attitudes are
always important. However, Chinese commercial lawyers’
attitude toward traditional legal culture based on
Confucianism is unlikely to be positive. Local customary
law and practice similarly are usually dismissed in
China’s legal reform as being “backward” or “old and
bad habits”, impeding economic and legal development
rather than enhancing them.61 By contrast, lawyers have
a more positive attitude towards rules or institutions
transplanted from Western jurisdictions, which are more
likely to occasion a fundamental structural change in the
local context. For example, Tang in his article says that
“the new laws [China’s Security Law 2005 and
Company Law 2005] have been widely applauded
in China. The revision will raise China’s score in
the shareholder protection index developed by La
Porta and colleagues in their ‘Law and Finance’
article.”62
Amid such conditions, it can be expected that lawyers
will use significantly more resources to enforce formal
legislation and regulations than Confucianism moral
standards will provide.

Is Confucianism capable of curing
corruption and correcting managers’
behaviour?
Clientelism and business corruption
Arguably, certain Confucian principles may have an effect
on reducing agency costs in public companies.63 However,
because of the complicated nature of Confucianism, we
must acknowledge that Confucianism may actually
encourage corruption in commercial practice. As regards
the role of Confucianism in socialist China, in 1974, the
Communist Party released a document which required
all Chinese to participate in a campaign of attacking
Confucian philosophy (pi lin pi kong). In the Party’s eyes,
Confucius represented feudalism and its traditions.64 Yet,
in recent years, there is said to be a revival of
Confucianism in China. The literature often mentions the
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importance of clientelism (“guanxi”), namely that family
and social ties create trust and loyalty, without the need
for the formal rule of law. Clientelism has long been
present in Chinese society, originating from Confucian
ideas of social harmony.65 For example, one of the
fundamental Confucian teachings is Li, which is usually
translated as being a “moral rule of correct conduct and
good manners”.66 Li consists of five fundamental
relationships which a Chinese person should properly
engage in. These five relationships include: “ruler and
subject, father and son, husband and wife, elder and
younger brother, and friend and friend”.67 From these five
relations, it is apparent that Confucianism is founded on
a clan-based, blood-related society. Indeed, in Confucian
society, a large family usually provides educational, moral
and material support to its members. In turn, family
members are obliged by a moral obligation to pursue the
interests of their immediate family or other family
members, when they have power to do so. As Wang
concludes,
“different from their counterparts in Western world,
the rule of fair play is not the tradition for Chinese
businessmen. In the Chinese business world, plain
fact is that kinship determines property
relationships”.68
Compared with Western people, the Chinese rely heavily
on kinship in doing business. In such circumstances,
directors are more likely to facilitate a family member’s
interests at the expense of their employers’ interests by
undisclosed related-party transactions or insider trading.
To elaborate, clientelism refers to a close-knit society
which is highly reliant on personal relationships, and
networks of familial, personal and social connection. The
network which facilitates the exchange of personal and
knowledge-based resources, for mutual protection and
for aid, can be traced back to the traditional nepotism of
Chinese emperors, as well as the corruption and
particularism of Chinese dynastic bureaucracy.69 It is also
said to play a key role in China’s political, social and
legal life today. For example, Randall Peerenboom divides
clientelism into two groups. “Horizontal clientelism”
refers to the relationships between equal parties. By
contrast, “vertical clientelism” refers to the patron-client
relationship between supervisors and subordinates. Both
horizontal and vertical clientelism involve a system of
exchanging interests.70 On the one hand, it can be argued
that the transaction cost between parties is reduced by a
business model in which personal relationships play an
important role. This is because parties who do business

with their familiar partners will suffer less from the costs
of asymmetric information.71 This reduction of transaction
cost contributes to economic development. On the other
hand, this interlaced personal network strengthens
officials’ and corporate managers’ ability of
rent-protection. In respect of corporate governance,
horizontal clientelism may range from appointing an
executive’s friend or relatives to be the company’s senior
officer, to passing a corporate opportunity to an
executive’s family member. Vertical clientelism in general
is more harmful than the horizontal clientelism, as it
usually involves government official or judicial
corruption.72 Vertical clientelism may range from local
government administrative intervention in a lawsuit
against a local firm to leaking official confidential
information to a market participant. Both horizontal and
vertical clientelism involve a system of exchanging
interests. Imagine a purchasing manager deciding to buy
overpriced supplies from a personal acquaintance who in
turn helps the manager’s son into a prestigious school.
Imagine also a government official giving a preferential
policy to a company in exchange for a position of senior
executive with a handsome remuneration for his son. In
the first scenario, the purchasing manager realises his
personal interests at the expense of shareholders’ interests.
In the second scenario, the governmental official gains
personal benefits from his governmental authority. In
both cases, the persons in power, whether economically
or politically, have strong rent-creating and rent-seeking
ability in this cultural environment. Most
interest-exchange activities in China are not so severe,
being often at the edge of legality without necessarily
breaching the law. Nonetheless, it cannot be doubted that
clientelism is supported by a “rule of man” regime, as
opposed to a “rule of law” regime which would keep it
in check.

“Clientelism” and “state control of public
company”
Clientelism may be mutually reinforced with “state
control” in China’s “rule of man” regime. With a strong
tradition of totalitarianism, China survives by maintaining
an accomplished hierarchical system, which can be traced
back to the influence of Confucianism.73 As early as the
late 19th century, when the concept of a “company” was
first introduced into China, the Qing government
attempted to control corporate practice by establishing a
number of government-controlled companies. In these
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companies, the government had the power to dispose of
the company’s assets and appoint its directors and
managers.74
Clientelism provides cultural soil for the growth of
extensive state control of commercial activities. The state
grants strong administrative powers to governmental
authorities and officials, which enables them to seek rents.
Although adopted to protect the Party’s totalitarianism,
the culture of clientelism, in tandem with the relatively
weak legal system, gives rise to rent-seeking activities
which realise personal benefits for state officials rather
than securing Party interests. A report issued by the
State-owned Asset Supervision and Administration
Commission highlights that there is a positive link
between concentrated ownership and official corruption.75
To elaborate, the greater the proportion of state ownership
in a public company, the more serious an official’s
corruption becomes. Therefore, in a cultural environment
based on clientelism, officials have strong incentives to
lobby policy-makers to enhance “excessive state control”.
“State control” in turn reinforces the role played by
clientelism within the institutional framework. In order
to guarantee that all key positions are assigned to
members who are willing to act in the Party’s or
government’s interest, positions in state-influenced
companies are assigned on the basis of personal
connection rather than achievement. Gilson and
Milhaupt’s recent research supports this observation.
They refer to:
“‘Princelings’ (taizi dang)—children of influential
party members, whose nickname derives from their
quasi-hereditary privileges. The term is also used
more broadly to refer to those closely connected to
the Party establishment through marriage or collegial
relationships. The Princelings operate outside of
established hierarchies, wielding influence beyond
and across the separate spheres of politics, business
and the military. The links between party officials

and business managers are extensive and lucrative.
In 2002, Newsweek reported on an internal Party
survey indicating that ninety-eight per cent of senior
officials had relatives in significant business or
government positions.”76
This observation is supported by further empirical
evidence. Indeed, one survey targeting 215 mid-rank
officials in Nanjing province indicates that 56.9 per cent
of interviewees acknowledged that personal relationships
and social networks are the most important factors in
securing their political promotion in the future.77
Consequently, social networks based on Confucianism
are likely to undermine the “rule of law” by obstructing
its development and implementation.78 Bestowing
preferential treatment upon an individual who has a close
relationship with persons in power violates the
fundamental values of the rule of law, namely “fairness”,
“accountability” and “transparency”. Consequently,
over-reliance on Confucianism exacerbates commercial
bribery and further damages the function of formal
commercial legislations in the Chinese context.

Conclusion
This article offers several serious challenges to the
argument suggesting that Confucianism should play a
key role in China’s corporate governance reform. First,
from a path dependence perspective, it is difficult to
replace the current regulatory regime based on formal
legislation and regulation. Furthermore, even a basic level
of co-ordination between Confucianism and modern legal
rules or regulations is unlikely to occur. Secondly, certain
Confucian teachings may actually encourage corruption
and further enhance the unwelcome state control of large
public companies. Consequently, unless the
aforementioned problems are properly resolved, it is
problematic to suggest that China’s corporate governance
issues can be substantially mitigated by Confucianism.
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